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Let's get back to...

Work. School. Sports. Dining out. The skies. Business as usual.



Subjective data (daily symptom and exposure questions),

Objective data (temperature readings, the use of point of care rapid resulting tools on premises), 

Your plan for a person who has been identified as "at risk" in order to facilitate treatment, request quarantine, or initiatie other appropriate control measures, and

Any other specific goals you set for your program.

This might include: 

Regardless of if you are testing within a surveillance program or not, take great care not to collect Protected Health Information (PHI), as you would be outside of HIPAA compliance.

COVID-19 have put an enormous strain on organizations around the world as they scramble to come up with an affordable plan to get back to

business as usual yet keep their populations safe.

Diagnostic testing can be inconvenient, too infrequent, and can become cost-prohibitive very quickly. Unknowingly, your organization may

have adopted testing practices that are not in compliance with CDC or FDA regulations, which could trigger significant liability and fines.

Surveillance testing is an employer-driven, legally compliant, and price conscious alternative, which can support your organization's COVID-19

response program. 

A surveillance program will GATHER AND REPORT DE-IDENTIFIED DATA which will enable suppression and, in turn, limit the spread of the

virus in your environment. The MiroDX Surveillance Platform was created to monitor disease states other than COVID-19, as well.

While MiroDX does not create an organization's surveillance program, rest assured that you're likely already implementing elements of a

successful program. 

Surveillance as a Solution.



MiroDx offers a HIPAA-compliant technology platform for

disease and health surveillance data collection, testing

and tracing to support your Surveillance Program

administration. 

The employer interface provides aggregated and de-
identified surveillance data with the ability to group

employees/participants based on shift, location,

occupation etc. Centralized and real-time data collection

enables overall informed decision making, in addition to

supply chain tracking for proper allocation of resources.

The employee interface is simple, easy to use software

that is mobile friendly, and acts as a centralized place for

all COVID-related data (vaccine records, surveillance test

results, symptom surveys). 

Priced inexpensively on a per-participant-per-month

basis with no restrictive contracts. COVID-19 antigen 

tests available for purchase within your surveillance 

program.

Our Surveillance Software

stratifying the occurrences that

stem from testing, symptoms,

fever (symptomatic vs

asymptomatic spread)

30 day view - trend of limited vs

potential risk

daily employee risk list

Secure employer reporting for:

an employee as potential risk

an employee as limited risk

Risk stratification for flagging of:

Employees who are at potential risk

for occurrence are notified they need

diagnostic testing / next steps
POTENTIAL  RISK  = ESCALATION

SECURE  EMPLOYER  REPORTING

COVID-19  TESTS  SOLD  SEPARATELY

Daily CDC symptom questionnaire

with daily employee prompts

Seamless employer and employee

onboarding

DAILY  QUESTIONS

ONBOARDING

FLAG  FOR  RISK
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